The use of conventional disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drugs in established RA.
Conventional disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drugs (DMARDs) are the main tool to treat any form of rheumatoid arthritis (RA). Over the years, treatment strategies and use of DMARDs have changed. 'Tight control' and 'treat-to-target' are now the present paradigms. Combining DMARDs and adapting their dosages to obtain the best (clinical) result in individual RA patients with the least amount of medication has been and is studied worldwide. Literature results are mainly on early RA however, and they do not necessarily also apply to patients with established RA. Methotrexate (MTX) is the key conventional DMARD also for the treatment of established RA, and MTX often has to be combined with other DMARDs to reach low disease activity. However, there is lack of data on combination DMARD strategies and on how to treat best individual patients with established RA. In this review, we address these uncertainties and give an overview of available data.